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Earn A Debt-Free College Degree!:
No Scholarship? No Problem.

Earn An Accredited College Degree Without Student Loans!Not a day goes by without reports of the
ever-increasing costs of higher education making the news. In order to earn that piece of paper that
says we are an associate of this or a bachelor of something else, we have to take on a mountain of
debt to pay for it, right? And in the society we now live in if you don't have that coveted credential, it
can be very difficult to get started in a good-paying career. What's a person to do?Good news...you
don't have to take on a mountain of debt to earn an accredited college degree. In fact, it's even
possible to earn a college degree for free if you know how the system works. And there are many
ways to earn inexpensive college credits that colleges and universities don't want you to know
about. Why do they want this information kept secret? Simple...because they are raking in the cash
from your tuition money and they don't want the gravy train to stop. Earn A Debt-Free College
Degree! is a book that explodes the myth that earning a college degree requires a lot of money (and
a big student loan that takes years to pay off). The book shows you how to earn an accredited
bachelor's degree for anywhere from free to no more than $15,000.The strategies this book
presents do not rely on scholarships. That's the major difference between this book and all the other
books on the market that claim they can help you lower your tuition bills. Those books that focus on
scholarships make it sound like businesses and organizations have scholarship money lying around
and they are just looking for someone to give it to. It all sounds oh so easy, doesn't it? There's just
one problem with this...thousands of other students have read those same books and they are all
applying for the same scholarships you are. It takes many hours of work to search scholarship
databases, fill out all those applications, and write essays. And then it becomes a waiting game to
see if a scholarship committee picks you out of hundreds of applicants. You don't have to worry
about such an uncertain way to pay for college. There is a better way. Earn A Debt-Free College
Degree! presents simple strategies that nearly anyone can implement. You don't have to be a stellar
student with amazing grades, either. Your previous academic achievements won't matter. Here are
just a few things you'll discover in the book:Learn how to tell if your school is properly accredited.Discover a way to obtain textbooks for pennies on the dollar.- More than a dozen colleges and
universities in the U.S. that don't charge tuition to any students who are accepted are revealed.Find out how you can earn college credit by taking and passing one single multiple-choice exam.
These exams for credit are accepted by nearly 1,900 colleges and universities in the U.S. alone.
Most schools will accept up to 30 credit hours into a degree program from this type of credit. And it
gets even better. It's possible to earn 30 credit hours with this strategy for under $1,000.- Discover
how you can earn a four-year degree in only three years or even two years in some cases.- Learn

how you can turn previously completed training courses through your job, volunteer organization,
and others into usable college credit. Most colleges and universities accept this type of credit but too
few know about it.- Discover the amazing educational benefits available for military personnel (either
full-time, Guard, or reserves personnel). Learn how you can go from zero college credits all the way
to a doctorate on the government's tab.- And many others.We've become accustomed to the idea
that earning a college degree is something that is very expensive. It's time to destroy that myth. Let
this book show you the way.
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This book offers highly valuable advice for parents and students who want to remain debt-free, or
extremely close to it. We are on the Dave Ramsey route of being debt free. Yet higher education is
a must for our kids, but so expensive. Its important for parents to know that you can send your kids
to school without being swallowed whole by debt. This guide lays out some really solid options to
consider. It's clear the author has done extensive research into this subject, and for the price, its a

great value on your road to a debt free college degree.

This book will save you tons of time, if you are pondering what are the best options in terms of
pursuing a college degree. Cyrus guides you through the details of accreditation and shares tons of
practical and useful tips. Even if you apply just one tip and get for example your degree one year
earlier, or avoid debt and get your degree cheaper at no disadvantage, this book is well worth its
price. Recommended!

This ebook is a tremendous resource. I would recommend it to anyone considering, or deciding not
to consider, a higher education degree. Beyond the Ivy Leagues, most employers don't really care
how you got your credits, but you still have to be smart about it.I particularly enjoyed the part about
navigating the accreditation jungle. Even some of the questionable degrees all have some sort of
accreditation, but not all approving bodies are the same. There is really no way of knowing this for
the average person, unless you do a significant amount of in depth research. This book does that
for you.

This book is a treasure trove of information! You won't find this from any counselor at any institute.
Imagine getting your college education for little or no money. This is a must have book for anyone
getting ready to enroll in higher education. Don't be like the masses and blindly amass $50,000 + in
student loans.If you apply the information in this book you can earn your degree before your friends
and then not spend the next 10 years working to pay back your debts. I would give anything if
someone would have given me this book right out of high school.

While researching college financing options for my daughter, this book was recommended to my by
a friend.I was impressed with the large amount of information contained in this book. The advice
was well researched and is applicable to everyone who is making those tough college decisions in
this rough economy.You owe it to yourself to read this book before you make any decisions that
saddles you with tens of thousands of dollars of debt.

It is obvious the author has done his homework and has lots of good input on ways to save money
on college. This is not your average, "sign up for every scholarship" book, but instead a creative
look at legitimate ways to get college credit without spending a fortune. EXCELLENT read.

While going through all of the books on scholarships I happened upon this book and decided to
check it out. And I'm truly glad I did! I'm amazed by the information this book contains. It includes
information on several ways to earn cheap and even free college credit that I didn't even know
existed.I really liked the chapters on challenge exams and ACE credit the most. These chapters
alone are totally worth the price of the book. They show you how to earn fast and inexpensive
college credits (that most colleges accept) for very little money.The information in this book is worth
its weight in gold. I'm sure the big-wigs in higher education in their ivory towers don't want others to
know about these strategies. If more people knew about them, they could graduate with much less
debt. If they combine several of these strategies, they could even graduate without having to use
any student loans!

This is a really good book, one of the best I've read on the subject. There were so many tips that I
had never heard of before. The chapters on ACE credits and CLEP exams were worth the purchase
price alone. There were so many resources and ideas here that I feel like I have a shot at earning
my degree now.
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